
 

 

                The ARX FenceBox ™   

         Basic Installation Instructions 

  
These instructions cover the basic surface mount, free-standing installation of the ARX FenceBox™. 

 

1. Safely and securely position the ARX FenceBox™ in a suitable position, on level ground if possible, with the 

door facing the direction that the mesh fence needs to be rolled out.  

2. Using the door key, unlock and open the door revealing the mesh fence and the 5 intermediate fence 

support posts and bases which need to be removed safely due to weight and positioning within the box. 

3. Space the intermediate support posts along the line that the fence needs to run. 

4. Safely and securely position either the End Post (concrete ballast) or a second ARX FenceBox™ up to 50m 

maximum from the first box ensuring the Keyholes are aligned with the run of the fence.  

5. Insert the base stabilisers into the forklift pockets of the ARX FenceBox™ and the End Post, again in the 

direction of the fence line and adjust to fit tight against the box and ground (these are to assist the ARX 

FenceBox™ and End Post from moving when tension is applied to the fence.  

6. Insert the crank handle into the wire reel gearbox. Release the lock and pull the wire from the door frame 

pulling it out, passing it through the intermediate support post guides, and then securing it into the top 

keyhole of the End Post / Second FenceBox™   

7. Carefully tension the wire using the crank handle and lock the wire reel with slight tension, ensuring the wire 

is traveling on the guides of each intermediate support post.  

8. Unlock the mesh fence by inserting the crank handle into the front lock and slightly tension to release the 

internal lock in the gearbox.   

9. Pull out the mesh frame from the front of the box and hang the roller on the wire. Slowly continue pulling 

out the fence and hang each roller on the wire as the fence line is pulled out.  

10. Continue to pull the fence out of the box at an even speed until you reach the End Post, unhang the frame 

from the wire, then insert the pins into the 2nd top and bottom keyhole receivers.  

11. After ensuring the fence is seated correctly and securely in the End Post, tension the mesh fence using the 

crank handle until tension is felt and lock the fence gearbox.  

12. Now attach the two clamps on each Intermediate Support Post to the top and bottom of the fence.  

13. Once happy that the fence is under enough tension, close and lock the door keeping the key safe.  

14. To recover the fence follow the steps in reverse order.  

For further information please contact:    Scan for installation video: 

ARX Security  

Unit 4, Sycamore Road 

Castle Donington 

DE74 2NW 

T: 01332 814080 

E: info@arxuk.co.uk 

W: www.arxuk.co.uk 


